MATHS GAMES AND PRACTICE RESOURCES

Make 10 Card Game
You want to try to get two cards that add up to 10.
Use aces through 9's in a deck of playing cards. Aces will be worth 1. Lay them out face down.
If a player turns over two cards, one is 7 and the other 4 (7+4= 11), turn the cards back over.
Next player turns over a 4 and a 6 (4+6=10!) so you keep the pair. The game ends when all the
cards are gone.
This is great for addition/subtraction practice and it's really fun. See if you can say each sum you
get as subtraction too, so 11-4 =7.
If you want to challenge yourself, play it with multiplication/division or add in the face cards and
give them a value, perhaps 11, 12 and 0.

Number Bonds 1-20 (ading/subtracting all numbers up to 20~ 7+6=13, 14-5=9, etc)
Use objects, string of beads and fingers if needed at first but strive to learn all combinations of addition
and subtraction sums under 20 by memory so that you will soon feel at home adding and subtracting up
to 100 as purely mental work.
Help children who may be fearing or shying away from number work by telling them this:
***It is important you know that you have a MEMORY that you can rely on. You do not have to
calculate 7 and 9 make 16, you just remember it! It's the same as asking you, ''What is your name?” or
“Where do you go to school?”***
Some possibilities for practising number bonds 1-20:
-Call and response, 3+14 is?, What makes 19?, What is 5 less than 10?, What is 2 more than 11?, What
is 20-4?

1-100 Counting Drill
Practice counting 1-100 forwards and backwards until you can do it in your sleep.
Coordinating movement and speaking intensifies the brain-centres we use for number work so this is a
perfect opportunity to count your own steps, hops, claps, knee-slaps, etc.
Start by counting from 1 and progressively move through the following variations to make it more
challenging when your child is ready. These variations should be used throughout the course of the
month, not all in one day! If your child can do it all with total ease and quickness, then they have got it
and can practice a difference maths skill.
-Backwards may need more practice
-Start from different places and count onwards or backwards, i.e. from 25, from 40, from 72. You can
call out numbers or draw a card.
-Extra practice counting from 29 to 30 or 79 to 80 and backwards from 40 to 39, etc.
-''Start on 17 and step and count 5 onward'' or ''start on 84 and step and count 10 backward''
-Count in 2's, 5's, 10's, 6's, 8's, etc. Forwards and backwards!

Times Table Drills

Simply speaking the times tables to help them sink into memory. You can take alternating steps
forward and backward if it is helpful to move as you speak each sum (step forward and say ''6 is 1x6'',
step backward and say “1x6 is 6”).
*Do these drills daily. I will give suggestions of which tables to focus on for each week but please
modify as you see fit. If your child still needs much practice with the 2X table, then practice it. If your
child can do up to 12X table with ease, then have them say them backwards! Say them as fast as they
can, or sing them like an opera or jump to the left when they 'times' and jump to the right when they
'divide'. There are many possibilities.
Example of a times table recitation
“6 is 1x6, 1x6 is 6, 6 divided by 6 is 1
12 is 2x6, 2x6 is 12, 12 divided by 6 is 2
18 is 3x6, 3x6 is 18, 18 divided by 6 is 3''
...all the way to ''72 is 12x6, 12x6 is 72, 72 divided by 12 is 6.”
*if your child needs support, do say it with them until they feel confident, after which you can prompt
them if needed. Try to give them a little space to come to it but not too much so that they feel lost. The
point is to eventually know all times tables 2-12 very comfortably by memory. I urge you to include the
division aspect in the drill as many people feel less confident dividing, but it is just the same as
multiplying in reverse so let's practice it just as much so we know it just as well!
For further support, you can write down each product in the Xtable (for 2x6 the product is 12) to help
them remember at first.

More Times Tables Practice Ideas
Chalk Number Square
Use chalk to draw a big tables with 12 squares, so it looks like a bingo card, on the pavement. Fill each
square with products of a Times Table that needs practising in a random order. For the 8X table, you
would write 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56, 64, 72, 80, 88 and 96. Remember to scramble the numbers!
You can use this table in several ways.
-Throw a stone onto each number in the correct order of the table and then do it backwards. Say ''10x8
is 40'' when you throw the stone.
-Parent/sibling calls out ''5x8'' and child has to hop to the ''32 square''
-If a divide question is asked you must put a hand on the answer square, if a times question is asked
you have to put a foot. Leave hands and feet in place until the next question is asked. This is a variation
of the game, Twister.
-Come up with more of your own!

Number Cards
These can be used in so many ways. It would be great to have a set of cards with numbers 1- 100
written on them.
-use them similarly to the chalk number square by putting out all the numbers in a particular times table
and your child arranging them in order
-place random number cards, not only those in the desired table on the floor and see if your child can
pick out all of the 4X table products. After they have found them all, put them in order and say each
sum as they point to the product, ''20 is 5x4, 20 divided by 5 is 4''.

4-part Drill
This will really help with the stubborn times tables that just don't want to stick in our memories!
a. Speak and step a times table
b. stand still and speak it again (no moving)
c. sit down and write what you have just spoken from memory
d. read back aloud what you have just written

Making for MathsWax jewels
Use the red, green, blue and golden blocks of wax to make 10- 20 jewel pieces in each colour. The
children will use these to practice place value as was introduced in school. Gold nuggets are each worth
1, sapphires worth 10, emeralds worth 100 and rubies are worth 1000.
String of 100 beads- great for those working on fluidity counting 1- 100
Use alternating coloured beads in groups of ten to make a string of 100 beads. Make this large if
possible. For example 10 green, 10 yellow, 10 green, 10 yellow...
You can then place clothes pins at different intervals to practice counting in 10's, 5's, find patterns in
times tables, start from a number and then count on (clothes pin at 24, count on 13, arriving at 37).
Number cards
Make number cards, 1- 100. You could make the odd numbers one colour and the even numbers a
different colour.

